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RomanCyrillic Std: new in v. 7
Version 6 of RomanCyrillic Std implements all relevant additions 
from Unicode versions 9 (2016), 10 (2017), and 11 (2018). 
Mainly, they are: 
• Glagolitic superscripts (transliterated here); 
• Typicon symbols and marks (East Slavic Orthodox printing); 
• Various small additions and corrections. 
In this documentation, new additions are marked in red; other 
notes are in blue. 
The font is free for academic use. Commercial licenses are 
available. The font is not in the public domain. No modification or 
disassembling is allowed. All rights are reserved by the author.
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RomanCyrillic Std: its mission
RomanCyrillic Std enables scholars, especially Slavists and 
Medievalists in general, linguists, editors, teachers etc. to 
display and write all the characters they need - including 
historical ones, accents, diacritics, phonetics etc. It’s the Swiss 
Army knife of fonts for the Latin, Greek, Coptic, and Cyrillic 
script - plus many more transliterated ones (like Glagolitic). It is 
updated regularly in accordance with new releases of the 
Unicode® standard. The font blends perfectly with Times® and 
Times New Roman®, and does many things better much than 
these! 
The font is free for academic use. Commercial licenses are 
available. The font is not in the public domain. No modification or 
disassembling is allowed. All rights are reserved by the author.
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RomanCyrillic Std: Basic Latin
The Basics; nothing special here
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RomanCyrillic Std: Latin 1-Supplement
The Basics; nothing special here
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long s
RomanCyrillic Std: Latin Extended-A
Croatian
6
RomanCyrillic Std: Latin Extended Add. (1)
Transliteration 
for Old Russian 
Fita
Transliteration 
for Macedonian
7
Uppercase sharp s
RomanCyrillic Std: Latin Extended Add.
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RomanCyrillic Std: Latin Extended-B (1)
Transliteration for Serbian Cyrillic
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RomanCyrillic Std: Latin Extended-B (2)
Štokavian Accents (for Croatian)
Note: r̀ is not implemented in Unicode as such
Transliteration for Macedonian
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RomanCyrillic Std: Latin Extended-C
RomanCyrillic Std: Latin Extended-E
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RomanCyrillic Std: Latin Extended-D (1)
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Round R/r
New in UC 9–11: 
Latin capital letter small capital ɪ
Latin letter small capital Q (gemination)
RomanCyrillic Std: Latin Extended-D (2)
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New in UC 11: 
Latin capital letter U with stroke
Latin small letter u with stroke
RomanCyrillic Std: Alphabetic Presentation Forms
Latin ligatures
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combining characters: titlo, palatalization, breathing marks, pokrytie
RomanCyrillic Std: Cyrillic (Slavic)
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combining characters: titlo, palatalization, spiritus, bow, numbers
RomanCyrillic Std: Cyrillic (non-Slavic)
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RomanCyrillic Std: Cyrillic Extended Add.
(Non-Slavic)
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combining characters
kavyka & payerok
vzmet  (abbrev.), 
for Cyrillic and Glagolitic
RomanCyrillic Std: Cyrillic Extended B
these jers are 
for Lithuanian 
dialectology
(raised chars.)
ten, hundred, thousand millions
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RomanCyrillic Std: Cyrillic Extended B [samples]
sample 
numbers:
vzmet
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all: combining characters
NEW in UC 9 (2016): Russian synodal printing etc. (lowercase only)
round “v”, long-legged “d”, narrow “o”, broad “s”, high “t”, three-legged “t”, high 
tverdyj znak, high yat’, stacked o-y (not ligated)
RomanCyrillic Std: Cyrillic Extended A
RomanCyrillic Std: Cyrillic Extended C
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note the different shapes 
for these two Croatian 
characters so they can be 
distinguished even in 
transliteration
RomanCyrillic Std: Glagolitic (translit.)
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small Glagolitic subscript ‘T’ 
indicates transliterated 
characters!
small Glagolitic superscript ‘T’ 
indicates transliterated characters!
RomanCyrillic Std: Glagolitic Supplement  
(superscripts; transliterated)
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RomanCyrillic Std: Greek & Coptic
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RomanCyrillic Std: Greek Extended (1)
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RomanCyrillic Std: Greek Extended (2)
combining characters
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RomanCyrillic Std: Coptic
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RomanCyrillic Std: Phonetic (IPA)
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all: spacing characters
RomanCyrillic Std: Phonetic Extensions
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all: spacing characters
RomanCyrillic Std: Phonetic Extensions Suppl.
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all: spacing characters
transliteration for Cyrillic
soft sign & hard sign
(UC names: ‘prime’ & ‘double prime’)
RomanCyrillic Std: Spacing Modifiers
‘apostrophe’ letter
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RomanCyrillic Std: Combining Diacritical Marks
all: combining characters
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corrected shape in UC 10
(rectangle, not square)
RomanCyrillic Std: Comb. Diacr. Marks [samples]
combining vertical tilde = yerik
double macron - between 2 chars
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left, right (middle) combining titlo (left, right)
RomanCyrillic Std: Combining Diacritics Suppl.
RomanCyrillic Std: Combining Halfmarks
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New (UC 10, 2017): Typicon marks (combining)
kavyka above right / above left
dot above left
wide inverted bridge below
combining supension mark
(Glagolitic)
RomanCyrillic Std: Combining Halfmarks [samples]
L L LR R R long
ligature dbl tilde macrons
L R
titlo
long middle
part
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all: combining characters
RomanCyrillic Std: Combining Diacritics Extd.
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Rouble sign!
new in UC 10: Bitcoin
RomanCyrillic Std: Currency Symbols
RomanCyrillic Std: Letterlike Symbols
RomanCyrillic Std: Comb. Diacritics for Symbols
the circle is used for the Slavic «ten thousand» sign 
when combined with letters
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RomanCyrillic Std: Enclosed Alphanumerics
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RomanCyrillic Std: Fractions & Roman Numbers
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RomanCyrillic Std: Counting Rods
RomanCyrillic Std: Comb. Modifier Tone Letters
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New in UC 11, 2018:
Ideographic tally marks 1 to 5;
Western tally mark 1 and 5
RomanCyrillic Std: Superscripts and Subscripts
RomanCyrillic Std: Small Form Variants
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RomanCyrillic Std: General Punctuation
200B = «zero space»
useful for invisible line break control in long URLs!
First row: different space characters (large to zero)
punctuation marks“swungdash”
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new in UC 10 (2017): 
Slavic Typicon 
punctuation;
inverted low kavyka, 
double kavyka, low 
kavyka, kavyka with dot, 
double stacked comma
RomanCyrillic Std: Supplemental Punctuation 43
New in UC 9 (2016) Slavonic dash 
with left upturn
new in UC 11 (2018): 
Historic punctuation 
(various)
Slavic Typicon punctuation:
inverted low kavyka, double 
kavyka, low kavyka, kavyka 
with dot, double stacked 
comma
RomanCyrillic Std: Supplemental Punctuation
Vertical tilde = Cyrillic yerik 
(spacing)
raised dotword separator middle dot
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German straight 
double hyphen
Slavonic
dash with left upturn
RomanCyrillic Std: Arrows
RomanCyrillic Std: Specials
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Note: all transliterated scripts have a small mark below 
to indicate the transliteration status
RomanCyrillic Std: Gothic (translit.)
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RomanCyrillic Std: Armenian (translit.)
Note: all transliterated scripts have a small mark below 
to indicate the transliteration status
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New in UC 11 (2018): two 
characters used for phonetics
RomanCyrillic Std: Georgian (translit.)
Note: all transliterated scripts have a small mark below 
to indicate the transliteration status
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RomanCyrillic Std: Old Persian Cuneiform (translit.)
Note: all transliterated scripts have a small mark below 
to indicate the transliteration status
RomanCyrillic Std: Old South Arabian (translit.)
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RomanCyrillic Std: Dingbats (1)
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RomanCyrillic Std: Dingbats (2)
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RomanCyrillic Std: Geometric Shapes
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RomanCyrillic Std: Misc. Symbols
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Orthodox cross
(corrected shape UC 10)
RomanCyrillic Std: Ancient Symbols
RomanCyrillic Std: Ornamental Dingbats
New: ornamental  leafs
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RomanCyrillic Std: Misc. Technical (1)
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long brackets
long / short syllables
RomanCyrillic Std: Misc. Technical (2)
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RomanCyrillic Std: Mathematical Operators (1)
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RomanCyrillic Std: Mathematical Operators (2)
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RomanCyrillic Std: Suppl. Symbols and Picts
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New in UC 10 (2017): Slavonic typicon symbols
RomanCyrillic Std: Misc. Math. Symbols
long brackets
RomanCyrillic Std: OpenType Glyphs (1)
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Note that these OpenType characters do not have a Unicode 
number!
They are produced automatically (if the application supports OT 
programming)
RomanCyrillic Std: OpenType Glyphs (2)
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Note that these OpenType characters do not have a Unicode 
number!
They are produced automatically (if the application supports OT 
programming)
Note that these OpenType characters do not have a Unicode 
number!
They are produced automatically (if the application supports OT 
programming)
RomanCyrillic Std: OpenType Glyphs (3)
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Roman and Cyrillic
“Roman and Cyrillic are structurally identical 
alphabets that are easily transliterated into each 
other. The motivation for substituting one for the 
other is primarily ideological rather than practical”  
(Florian Coulmas 2013)
“Roman and Cyrillic are structurally identical 
alphabets that are easily transliterated into each 
other. The motivation for substituting one for the 
other is primarily ideological rather than practical”  
(Florian Coulmas 2013)
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